Xtn C Rs, S := 1At, vary across nodes and through the noise This paper shows introduces the use sensing dictionaries for en-In order to obtain a sufficiently general model, we will asp-thresholding, an algorithm to compute simultaneous sparse sume that the components xn (k) of the random vector xn are approximations of multichannel signals over redundant dic-independent Gaussian variables of variance ak. This model is tionaries. We do both a worst case and average case recovery fairly general to accommodate various practical problems: the analyses of this algorithm and show that the latter results in Gaussian assumption is one of the most widely used in signal much weaker conditions on the dictionary, sensing dictionary processing, while incorporating different variances allows us pair. We then do numerical simulations to confirm our theo-to shape the synthesis coefficients, imposing statistical decay retical findings, showing that p-thresholding is an interesting for example on the xn (k). In order to simplify the analysis low complexity alternative to simultaneous greedy or convex we adopt a global matrix notation. We collect all signals Yn relaxation algorithms for processing sparse multichannel sigon the columns of the d x N matrix Y and the synthesis coefnals with balanced coefficients, and finally point a connection ficients xn on the columns of the S x N matrix X. Let U be to compressed sensing exploiting the additional freedom in a S x N random matrix with independent standard Gaussian designing the sensing dictionary. entries and let D be a S x S diagonal matrix whose entries are positive real numbers ak. Our model can then be written in compact form 1. OUR PROBLEM AND AN ALGORITHM TO SOLVEIT YA=(PX+EAD= (ADU+E,
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Suppose we are to design a network of N sensors monitoring where E is a d x N matrix collecting noise signals en on its a common phenomenon. Each of our sensors observes a dcolumns. The problem we will face in this paper is to recover dimensional signal Yn C Rd, n 1, ..., N, where the set of the joint support A by sensing the set of signals in a very signals obeys a strong sparsity hypothesis, ie. we will assume simple way. that each Yn admits a sparse approximation over a single dicLet us now turn to describing the reconstruction algo- heavily on measure concentration inequalities. The interested The success of p-thresholding is thus governed by the conreader will find all details in [4] . This result has unique feadition that the dynamic range of the signal should be bigger tures compared to more classical worst case analysis. First, the condition on the dictionary pair is expressed in terms of 5. SENSING DICTIONARY DESIGN the cumulative coherence of order 2 which is much smaller than that of order one. For example assuming that there is no As we have seen in the last section the success of p-thresholding noise and that the variances ai are constant the r.h.s in (5) is is largely determined by the order 2 cross-correlation between larger than one. If additionally 1F = L
, an upper estimate of the original and the sensing dictionary. Thus in order to opti-/2((P, 'L, A) is u S_ and we see that typically thresholding mise the performance of the algorithm we should choose the can be successful even when S 7 ,u-2 »> -1 . Second, due sensing dictionary the minimises the order 2 cross correlation, to typicality, we see that the probability of failure quickly diie.
minishes as the number of channel grows, suggesting that we opt = arg min u2(4b, 'IL'). should use N -log K channels in practice. These findings w are confirmed by simulation results as we show in the next The same optimisation problem arises when studying the avsection.
erage performance of the simple thresholding algorithm in [6] , which we refer to for more details. Instead we will point out an interesting connection between compressed sensing and sensing dictionaries of low rank. We 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS introduced our signal model with the example of having to design a network of N sensors monitoring a common pheIn this section we compare our theoretical findings with simunomenon, where each of the sensors sends his observation lations of the performance of 2-thresholding with I = (D. As to a common processing unit, which then finds the common dictionary we chose a combination of the Dirac and Fourier support, which we were interested in. The disadvantage in basis, (D (Id, .Fd), in dimension d = 1024, which has co-this scheme is that every sensor needs to obtain and send the herence ,u =1/ d. For each number of channels N, vary-whole signal, which is both time and energy consuming. So ing from 1 to 128, and support size, varying from 1 to 1024 if we are already close to performance break-down for the in steps of 16, we created 180 signals by choosing a supgiven number channels and support size there is nothing we port A uniformly at random and independent Gaussian coefcan do. However assume that we have a lot of channels or ficients with variances ai = 1 and calculated the percentage very small support size and that the dictionary is very well of thresholding being able to recover the full support. The behaved, ie. it is easy to find a very good sensing dictionary. results can be seen in Figure 1 .
In this case we could try to find a sensing dictionary which still gives reasonable cross-coherence but of rank much lower than the dimensionality of the signals: We can see which we want to reconstruct using the sensing dictionary that as predicted by Theorem 1 with an increasing number of 'IL:= V*. Since the dictionaries have K atoms in dimenchannels we get closer to the average case bound, which is sion p the cumulative coherence will be of the magnitude actually attained once N= 128. /12(q?:q, SI') S/qf. If we insert this estimate into the formula for -y from Theorem 1, assuming R =1, E = 0 for used a recovery algorithm in this setting and its lower compusimplicity. We can estimate that this kind of compressed 1-tational complexity (as compared with OMP) might be useful thresholding fails by in particular applications. [9] , but the typical behaviour is instead dergheynst. Atoms of all channels, unite! Average case driven by a much less restrictive condition and improves with analysis of multi-channel sparse recovery using greedy the numbers of channels. This is clearly confirmed by our algorithms. Technical Report Pl-1848, IRISA 
